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Single�Molecule�Localization�Microscopy�(SMLM)�breaks�the�diffraction�limit�barrier�of�light�microscopy�
and�achieves�nanometer�scale�resolution.�Hence,�SMLM�has�been�used�to�localize�the�subcellular�
proteins�in�the�cell�which,�in�turn,�can�be�used�for�visualizing,�quantifying,�and�analyzing�the�clusters�that�
represent�cellular�domains�(structures).�Identifying�the�various�cellular�domains�and�studying�their�
signatures�using�machine�learning�approaches�are�important�for�many�applications,�i.e.�protein�
subcellular�prediction,�subcellular�structures�functions�and�assembly,�drug�design�and�quantification�etc.�

Caveolin�1�(Cav1)�is�a�key�structural�component�for�the�formation�of�caveolae,�50�80�nm�plasma�
membrane�invaginations.�In�the�absence�of�adapter�protein�known�as�PTRF�or�CAVIN1,�caveolae�do�not�
form�and�Cav1�contributes�to�the�formation�of�non�caveolar�domains�or�scaffolds�whose�structural�
relationship�to�the�caveolae�structures�remains�uncertain.�Cav1�is�upregulated�in�many�cancers�including�
prostate�cancer.�Metastatic�prostate�cancer�PC3�cells�express�Cav1�but�not�PTRF/CAVIN1,�and�therefore�
no�caveolae.�Using�these�PC3�cells�and�PC3�cells�transfected�with�PTRF/CAVIN1,�we�performed�network�
analysis�and�machine�learning�to�define�the�structure�of�caveolae�and�Cav1�scaffolds,�identifying�a�novel�
hemi�spherical�scaffold�(Khater�et�al,�Sci.�Rep.�8:9009,�2018).�

In�this�work,�we�investigate�the�decomposition�of�spatial�molecular�interaction�patterns�into�a�set�of�
building�blocks,�referred�to�as�graphlets.�Graphlets�are�the�induced�subgraphs�of�a�large�network�that�
can�be�used�as�a�measure�for�local�network�structure.�Connected�and�disconnected�graphlet�patterns�
are�used�to�extract�statistical�features.�We�count�the�graphlets�and�find�their�relative�frequency�
distribution�in�Cav1�protein�networks�to�discriminate�between�the�different�domains.�The�extracted�
features�are�used�with�machine�learning�classification�approaches�to�characterize�the�different�Cav1�
domains�and�draw�their�biosignatures.�

Our�results�show�that�the�different�Cav1�domains�have�distinct�patterns.�Some�of�the�graphlet�patterns�
appear�more�frequently�in�some�of�the�domains�than�the�others.�Graphlet�frequency�patterns�are�
therefore�good�biosignatures�that�can�be�used�to�study�low�level�molecular�interactions�in�the�domains.�
Our�findings�supports�the�idea�that�caveolae�structures�are�assembled�from�primitive�structures.�In�
addition,�Cav1�interactions�are�affected�by�PTRF/CAVIN1�suggesting�that�this�protein�might�change�
molecular�interactions�and�consequently�the�local�structure�of�Cav1�domains.�
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Introduction 
ABSTRACT
❏Prostate cancer cells (PC3) overexpress and secrete caveolin-1 

protein (Cav1) in prostate tumors 

❏Cav1 clusters represent various domains at the cell membrane that 

have different functions based on the clusters features 

❏Caveolae formation require both Cav1 and the adopter protein 

CAVIN1 (known as polymerase I and transcript release factor PTRF)

❏Single Molecule Localization Microscopy (SMLM) is used to image 

Cav1 and obtain super-resolution 3D point clouds for the various 

Cav1 domains

❏3D SMLM Network Analysis [1] pipeline is used to merge the 

localizations, filter out the noise, segment the Cav1 into clusters

(blobs), and identify their classes based on the machine learning 

approaches

GRAPHLETS
❏Graphlets are small subgraph patterns of size k-nodes

❏Decomposing blob’s network into its basic building blocks 

(graphlets) [2] and find the graphlets frequency distribution (GFD) to 

be used as features to identify the various Cav1 domains
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Conclusion6
❏We designed a method to decompose the SMLM Cav1 blobs’ 

network into its basic building blocks and use them as features to 

automatically identify the various domains in the cell

❏Our results show that classification accuracy of caveolae blobs is 

improved when stratifying the PTRF+ blobs based on size. This 

suggests that smaller S1 and S2 scaffolds also interact with the 

widefield PTRF mask
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Objectives2

❏To identify the patterns of the low-level molecular interactions in 

various Cav1 domains at multiple proximity thresholds (PTs)

❏To study the molecular organization and assembly of Cav1 

protein in various domains

❏To automatically identify the Cav1 domains based on the GFD 

bio-signatures and machine learning

❏To study the Cav1 stoichiometry with absence and abundance 

of PTRF

Method Results5

❏10 SMLM PC3 cells (14,491 PTRF- blobs)

❏10 SMLM PC3-PTRF cells (10,866 blobs)

- 857 PTRF+ ≥ 60 blobs

- 1,279 PTRF < 60 blobs

- 8,730 PTRF-

❏10 PTRF widefield masks correspond the PC3-PTRF cells

Data3
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Graphlet features extraction per Cav1 blob

Labeling the Cav1 blobs Blobs distribution

Using PTRF mask, #localizations,

and volume to accurately label 

the Cav1 blobs

Multi-PT blobs' networks for graphlet analysis
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Dis/connected GFD patterns for the Cav1 domains

Average classification 

accuracy of the blobs over the 

used PTs for the binary 

classifiers. We used one-

versus-one random forest (RF) 

classification for 4 groups of 

blobs  

The classification results show similar 

and dissimilar groups based on 

extracted GFD features at various 

PTs. E.g. low classification accuracy of 

PP2 and PTRF+≥60 suggests that the 

GFD features of these two groups are 

very similar and represent the same 

group of Cav1 domains (i.e. caveolae) 

PTRF+ ≥ 60 blobs are very 

similar to PP2 (caveolae) 

and dissimilar to PP1, PP3, 

and PP4 (scaffold domains)

PTRF- blobs are very 

dissimilar to PP2 (caveolae) 

and similar to PP1, PP3, and 

PP4 (scaffold domains)

GFD bio-signatures of the similar Cav1 domains have 

similar feature trends 
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